BRAZIL DEMOCRACY-CLOC

DECLARATION OF SOLIDARITY WITH THE BRAZILIAN PEOPLE

LVC's 7th International Conference condemns the increasing criminalization and repression being imposed on the Brazilian people by a de-facto government in Brasilia. While Brazil's popular movements have a long history of struggle and sacrifice, the killing of 65 comrades since the 2016 coup – and the jailing of many more – confirms the violent intent of capital and its right-wing forces. LVC stands in solidarity with the Brazilian people and defends their right to struggle for democracy without criminalization and repression…

BRAZIL-SURAMERICA

DECLARATION OF SOLIDARITY WITH THE QUILOMBOLAS OF BRAZIL

LVC's 7th International Conference denounces the ongoing violation of the rights of quilombola (afro-descendent) communities by the Brazilian State. We support the over 5,000 quilombola communities that continue to resist the onslaught of capital and neo-colonialism, demanding the respect for their rights. For the right to have our territories recognized!

MOÇÃO DE APOIO À COMUNIDADE TRADICIONAL PESQUEIRA DE CANABRAVA, município de Buritizeiro, estado de Minas Gerais, Brasil, constituída por 100 famílias, que, no dia 18 de julho de 2017, foi vítima de violenta ação de despejo ilegal pela Polícia Militar do estado, a mesma polícia que, posteriormente solicitada, não a protegeu de ataques de fazendeiro e empresários invasores.